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Dear Dr. Frieden: 
 

Pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 of the State 
Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Article III of the General Municipal 
Law, we have reviewed the actions taken by officials of the New York City Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene (Department) as of October 9, 2002, to implement the recommendations 
contained in our audit report, New York City Department of Health: Controls Over Vital Records 
(Report 99-N-6). 
 

Our report, which was issued on May 25, 2000, reviewed internal controls over vital records 
(birth and death certificates) maintained by the Department’s Office of Vital Records (OVR) for the 
period of January 1, 1998 through July 31, 1999.  Our primary objectives were to determine whether 
OVR maintained adequate controls over its handling of vital records, and whether the records were 
being registered and processed accurately and properly. 
 
Background 
 

The Department is responsible for the registration, issuance, and maintenance of New York 
City’s birth and death certificates.  The Department reported total expenditures of $1.3 billion for the 
fiscal year that ended on June 30, 2002, and a staff of 5,246. 
 

Original birth and death documents are generally prepared by authorized agents (e.g., 
physicians, hospital staff, funeral directors) and filed with OVR, where they are indexed, recorded, 
and stored.  OVR provides certified copies of vital records at a cost of $15 each to those who request 
them in person, by mail, or by telephone.  For the fiscal year that ended on June 30, 2002, OVR 
reported revenues of $11.2 million from the issuance of birth and death certificates.  As of October 
9, 2002, OVR had 131 employees.  For the 12 months that ended on June 30, 2002, OVR officials 
reported that they had registered 123,505 births and 62,712 deaths.  For the same period, OVR 
reported that certified copies of 350,407 birth certificates and 394,726 death certificates were issued. 
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Summary Conclusions 
 

In our prior audit, we found several weaknesses in controls over the reporting, registering, 
and processing of vital records.  For example, birth certificates may be issued without the required 
proof of identity; birth certificate numbers may not be fully accounted for; and the number of births 
reported by the Department may not be accurate.  We also determined that voided birth and death 
certificates had not been accounted for adequately.  We recommended several improvements in the 
Department's internal controls. 
 

In our follow-up review, we found that Department officials have made progress in 
implementing the recommendations contained in our prior audit. 
 
Summary of Status of Prior Audit Recommendations 
 

Of the 12 prior audit recommendations, Department officials have implemented 8 
recommendations, partially implemented 3 recommendations, and 1 recommendation was deleted 
from the final report. 
 
Follow-up Observations 
 

Recommendation 1 
 
Take appropriate steps to maintain accurate statistics regarding birth registrations.  On a test basis, 
verify the accuracy of birth registration totals by comparing them with data reported on the 
transmittal sheets submitted by hospitals and birthing centers. 
 
Status – Partially Implemented 
 
Agency Action – Effective January 2000, new procedures required OVR staff to note on hospital 

transmittal sheets the number of birth certificates that have been rejected and held by OVR 
staff because of missing or inaccurate information.  These certificates are retained in a 
separate folder until the Department and the hospital make the necessary corrections or a 
new certificate is received.  OVR staff also note on the transmittal the reasons the 
certificates are being held.  This process provides an accurate accounting of the number of 
certificates transmitted.  Although Department officials told us they compare, on a test 
basis, the total number of registered certificates with the data reported on the transmittals, 
this control function is not documented.  Therefore, there are no records to show that this 
comparison is being performed. 

 
Recommendation 2  

 
Update the birth registration database on a more timely basis.  DOH should also ensure that all 
birth certificate numbers be accounted for on their database system and be used in numerical 
sequence. 
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Status – Implemented 
 

Agency Action – Beginning in 2000, OVR implemented a new edit process for identifying duplicate 
entries on a quarterly basis, rather than once a year as was done before our audit.  This 
enables staff to update the birth registration database on a timelier basis.  The new process 
also accounts for all sequentially-numbered birth registrations, including duplicate entries.  
We followed through on selected duplicate records and verified the process. 

 
Recommendation 3 

 
DOH should develop computer edit checks to prevent the inputting of invalid transactions. 
 
Status – Partially Implemented 
 
Agency Action – Although the Department has not developed computer edit checks, it has added 

several reports to its quarterly analysis that are intended to help identify transaction errors.  
These include one report that identifies duplicate transactions and another that identifies 
missing sequential numbers.  Although this process enables staff to identify errors in its 
registration database, it does not prevent the inputting of invalid transactions such as the 
key entry errors identified in our prior audit report. 

 
Recommendation 4 

 
Enforce the requirement that births are to be registered within five business days after birth.  
Instruct the hospitals and birthing centers to submit birth documents on a timely basis. 
 
Status – Implemented 

 
Agency Action – The Department provides all birthing facilities with a quarterly birth certificate 

quality assurance report, which includes data on the timeliness of birth certificate filing.  
According to Department officials, their statistical analysis indicates that late filings (i.e., the 
proportion that were filed after 10 calendar days) have decreased from about 10 percent at 
the time of our original audit to a low of 4.4 percent for the first six months of 2002. 

 
Recommendation 5 

 
Verify that applications for certified copies of birth certificates are being filled out and maintained 
properly. 
 
Status – Implemented  

 
Agency Action – In January 2000, OVR began using applications printed on three-part paper to help 

assure proper filing and reduce the chances of lost or misplaced applications.  The individual 
completing an application is given one part, while the original and the third part are retained 
on file in the Department’s Cashiers Unit.  The transaction is recorded on the OVR Cash 
Management System (CMS).  Other OVR units, such as the Search Unit, that are seeking an 
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application for various reasons, are given a copy of the application; the original remains on 
file in the Cashiers Office.  To verify that this process is working, we selected a random 
sample of six registration numbers using the CMS records as our source.  We were able to 
account for all six original applications. 

 
Recommendation 6 

 
Document the type of documents the applicant must provide when requesting a certified copy of a 
birth certificate.  
 
Status – Implemented 

 
Agency Action – In March 2000, Department officials issued a memo to OVR staff listing the types 

of identification applicants must provide when requesting a certified copy of a birth 
certificate.  The memo also stated that OVR staff must indicate on the application the type of 
identification provided.  We randomly selected six applications and found that staff had 
followed the process properly. 

 
Recommendation 7 

 
Status – Recommendation Deleted 
 

Recommendation 8 
 
Maintain proper and accurate records for voided birth and death certificates. 
 
Status – Implemented 

 
Agency Action – Department procedures now require staff to record all voided birth and death 

certificate numbers on a log sheet.  The certificates are stamped “VOID;” the certified seal 
on the certificate is torn; and the certificate is attached to the log sheet.  Department 
supervisors periodically review the logs and the voided certificates are shredded.  When we 
reviewed one daily log, we found that the log had been filled out properly. 

 
Recommendation 9 

 
Void all birth and death certificates properly.  
 
Status – Implemented  

 
Agency Action – Department procedures require the stamping of “VOID” on birth and death 

certificates that are to be voided, as well as the tearing of the certified seal.  We reviewed the 
certificates attached to the log we examined, and found that all of the certificates had been 
voided properly. 
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Recommendation 10 
 
Safeguard the vital records by installing adequate fire prevention measures at the Queens and 
Brooklyn locations. 
 
Status – Implemented 

 
Agency Action – According to OVR officials, fire prevention measures were enhanced at the 

Brooklyn and Queens vaults on January 11, 2000.  Three additional fire extinguishers were 
installed in Brooklyn for a total of eight at this site, while three fire extinguishers were 
placed at the Queens site in addition to a smoke detector already there.  According to a 
memo from the Department Operations Unit, dated September 16, 2002, both the Queens 
and Brooklyn storage sites met New York City Fire Codes. 

 
Recommendation 11 

 
Record the retrieval and return of the sealed birth documents stored at the Queens location in a 
logbook for better accountability.  
 
Status – Implemented  

 
Agency Action – Since our prior audit, the Department has used a hard copy binder to maintain the 

daily log on which staff record the retrieval and return of birth documents stored at the 
Queens location.  We reviewed the binder and verified that entries were appropriate. 

 
Recommendation 12 

 
Prepare and issue written procedures that would cover all four OVR units (Registration, Public 
Service Operations, Records Management, and Corrections). 
 
Status – Partially Implemented  

 
Agency Action – According to officials, a procedure manual for the Public Service Operations Unit, 

was completed in December 1998; and a manual for the Corrections Unit (Application 
Examination Manual) was completed a year later.  In September 2000, OVR also 
completed a procedures manual called the Security and Confidentiality Protocol Manual 
that covers all four units.  Although a draft copy of the Death Registration Manual is 
currently in process for the Registration Unit, work has not begun on a manual for the birth 
registration part.  In addition, work on a manual for the Records Management Unit has not 
been started.  Officials told us that, although they do not have a specific date for initiating 
this work, they hope to have both manuals completed in 2003. 

 
 Major contributors to this report were John Buyce, Larry Wagner, and Don Wilson. 
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 We would appreciate your response to this report within 30 days, indicating any actions 
planned or taken to address any unresolved matters discussed in this report.  We also thank the 
management and staff of the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene for the 
courtesies and cooperation extended to our auditors during this review. 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
 
 

Frank J. Houston 
Audit Director 

 
cc:  Charles Troob, NYCDOHMH 
  


